
443 A fence with no gate 
 
The recent resignation of Matt Hancock as Secretary of State for Health, 
though quickly pushed from the headlines by the football, raises some 
significant issues which merit our Christian attention. We are to remain 
humble in these matters, remembering that “all have sinned ...”, that we 
are to “rejoice not in iniquity” (Romans 3.23 & I Corinthians 13.6a), and 
that “there but for the grace of God” could go any of us. How ever else 
we may react to what has happened, our prayers for the two families 
caught up in this sad, bad affair are very needful. 
 
We are told that Hancock resigned because “he broke the Covid rules”. 
Yes he did, while millions of law-abiding folk in the country were 
suffering greatly under those rules, and hence it is quite right that he 
should pay the price for his hypocritical behaviour. But we notice that in 
giving that reason, the deeper, and in its way far more serious reason for 
his departure, is neatly brushed aside, namely his long-running extra-
marital affair with his “aide”, Mrs Gina Coladangelo. “Oh, society has 
changed” so we are told, “nobody bothers about that sort of thing 
anymore ... it’s normal, everyone does it ... it’s his private life ... it doesn’t 
affect how he does his job ...” – and so on. In such brushing-off words 
we have a veritable cauldron of bubbling fibs! 
 
Who says that “society has changed” on such matters? On what 
grounds do “they” – presumably the “usual suspects” of politicians, 
pollsters and media people – claim to know that society has thus 
changed? What about the continuing “silent majority” in our nation, 
whose views are by definition very rarely manifest? - and yet who are 
thus encouraged by such “opinion-formers” to assume that those holding 
“traditional” (that is, dreadfully old-fashioned!) views on matters such as 
fornication, marriage, adultery and homosexual activity are now a tiny, 
weird, bigoted minority, who had better stay very, very quiet if they know 
what is good for them! 
 
Certainly the liberal tide has been flowing strongly for decades, in 
education, social morals, television, theatre, art, music, internet and 
social media, linked with a steady downgrading of traditional marriage by 
governments of all colours. But such a tide, even assuming the highly 
debatable notion that it does now have majority support, in no way 
makes that tide “right” or “good” in the eyes of Almighty God. 
 
 



Boris Johnson has “form” in these matters himself of course, and is 
among the first to run to that old refuge of “my private life is private”. Our 
response is - it is, and it isn’t. The true character of anyone, and 
particularly anyone standing for public office, is revealed in their private 
life rather than in any PR-manipulated, public persona. On grounds of 
basic trust, it is therefore reasonable and necessary for us to know the 
truth about the private life and behaviour of someone holding, or seeking 
to hold, public office.  
 
As for the nonsensical claim that adultery “doesn’t affect how he does 
his job”, just take a look at the Hancock-Coladangelo pictures! Their 
affair has been going on for some years apparently, as a constant, 
concealed distraction under a cloak of deceit. As written in the 
Archbishop Cranmer blog, “Two marriages have broken down, with all 
the heartache, tears and loneliness of the innocent parties. One wedding 
ring has been thrown to the floor in the passion of betrayal; another still 
worn in the sorrow of defiance ... six children are now crying every night 
in their broken-hearted beds. The pain is deep, and their scars will last a 
lifetime”. Trying to brush this affair off as “a fling”, as the Bishop of 
Manchester, no less, has described it, is appalling. 
 
There are important lessons for the rest of us here. Mutual attraction 
between Man and Woman is God-implanted for obvious reasons, and 
the Lord has given us His clear instructions in His Word, with numerous 
examples both bad and good, as to how this attraction is to be dealt with 
between us all; for clearly the temptation to stray can be strong, as King 
David found with Bathsheba, and so many others have found likewise 
since (II Samuel 11.2ff ...). In summary “the three Rs” from Weekly 
Reflection 270 are worth remembering and applying: Responsibility upon 
both men and women to behave aright together; Respect, for Almighty 
God, for one another and for the institution of marriage; and Restraint, of 
expression, word and conduct.  
 
In the wedding ceremony, when precious promises and lifetime rings are 
given and received, a God-given fence as it were is erected around the 
newly-married couple - with no gate. Each fence-bound couple can see 
over their fence at all the other fence-bound couples, but those fences 
deliberately make it harder for any fence-climbing, be that in or out. 
(egs., Genesis 2.20b-25 / Matthew 19.3-9 / Mark 10.2-12 / Ephesians 
5.15-33 / Colossians 3.12-21 / Hebrews 13.4). 
 
Surprise, surprise, the Lord God still knows best. Matt Hancock broke 
not only the Covid rules but, with Gina Coladangelo, the God-given rules 



concerning marital faithfulness. They, and those around them, are now 
left with the consequences. Let us pray for them all. 
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